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About this publication

The document provides a brief walkthrough of the installation and configuration of the Lenovo XClarity 
Integrator Content Pack for VMware vRealize Log Insight (hereafter called Content Pack for vRLI). In a 
nutshell, this document describes how to install and configure the plugin.

Conventions and acronyms

Conventions

Convention Description

Bold Indicates text on a window, besides the window title, it includes menus, menu 
options, buttons, fields, and labels.  
Example: Click OK.

Italic Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for the actual text provided by the 
user or system.  
Example: copy <source-file> <target-file>

Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

DIALOG BOX/ CODE Indicates text displayed in the dialog box or if you have entered. For example:

# PAIRDISPLAY -G ORADB

Note These notices provide important tips, guidance, and advice.

Acronyms

LXCA Lenovo XClarity Administrator

LXCO Lenovo XClarity Orchestrator

PFA Predicted failure alerts

vRLI VMware vRealize Log Insight

vSAN Virtual storage area network

XCC Lenovo XClarity Controller
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Chapter 1. Content Pack for vRLI introduction

Content packs are read-only plug-ins to vRealize™ Log Insight™ (vRLI) that provide pre-defined knowledge 
about specific types of events such as log messages. In addition, a content pack creates a greater 
understanding of how a product, application, device works and troubleshoots the main problems, and pro- 
actively monitors the possible issues.

A content pack contains:
• Queries
• Extracted fields
• Dashboards
• Alerts
• Agent Groups (only for content packs whose logs are collected via Log Insight Agent)

Content Pack for vRLI overview

This content pack provides analysis of events from the LXCA, LXCO, and the resources managed by LXCA. 
These insights can help systems administrators find potential problems in their environment.
• Monitoring of hardware events in a LXCA and LXCO-managed environment 
– Quickly identify trends based on hardware events received, including hardware failures, power/thermal 
thresholds that have been exceeded, and PFAs (predicted failure alerts). These events are also 
categorized by source, type of hardware surfacing the events, and whether service is required. This 
information can help identify issues in your data centers, so you can react before more serious issues 
occur. 

– Listing the common issues helps in understanding the hardware health status, systems that would 
need attention as they are going out of warranty, systems that are power on or off, have certificate 
issues, etc. 

– Listing the resource events helps in understanding the memory, CPU, and IO event count, etc. 
• Auditing for security changes occurring within the LXCA. 
– Security events surfaced by LXCA can help identify if unauthorized personnel is trying to access your 
computing resources. This might include events showing that new users have been added/deleted, 
what IP addresses users are using to access the LXCA, the time and dates when they are accessing 
resources and any changes to the security settings of the LXCA (or user IDs on the LXCA). 

– Visual representations can show changes in these activities, which could identify if an attack is 
occurring.

– The Security Logins help to list the unsuccessful authentications to LXCA and managed resources, 
grouped by the address of the user. The pie chart lists user IDs that have successfully logged in to 
LXCA. It further helps to list the number of changes done to the account security settings over time.

• Auditing for the provisioning of LXCA-managed resources, including:  
– Firmware updates
– Configuration pattern deployment
– Bare-metal OS deployments

• LXCA specializes in helping system administrators make desired changes on their computing resources. 
This includes updating the firmware of LXCA-managed resources, deploying configuration changes to 
groups of systems, and deploying operating systems to bare-metal systems. This can help identify how 
much change is occurring to the configuration of servers, and if the changes have been authorized.

• The Content Pack for vRLI utilizes the interactive analysis vRLI feature & displays the Predictive Analytics 
dashboard to leverage the LXCO alerts listing. The alerts are predefined alerts, user-defined custom 
alerts, and so on. 

• Facilitates extending vSAN support to Content Pack for vRLI. It supports adding graphs for correlating 
Lenovo HW events for disk or storage with vSAN events disk or storage, and so on. 
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Prerequisites

Before you import the Content Pack for vRLI, verify that you have configured your environment according to 
the requirements in this section.

Supported server models

The following Lenovo ThinkAgile VX servers and ThinkSystem servers are supported.

System Server models

ThinkAgile VX Series 
appliances

• ThinkAgile VX1320 Certified (7Z58)
• ThinkAgile VX 1U Certified (7Y93)
• ThinkAgile VX 2U Certified (7Y94)
• ThinkAgile VX 2U4N Certified (7Y92)
• VX2320 (7Y13, 7Y93)
• VX3320 (7Y13, 7Y93)
• VX3520-G (7Y14, 7Y94)
• VX3720 (7Y12, 7Y92)

• VX3720-N (7Y93)
• VX5520 (7Y14, 7Y94)
• VX7320 (7Y94)
• VX7520 (7Y14)
• VX7520-N (7Y14)
• VX7520 (7Y94)
• VX7820 (7Z12, 7Z13, 7Z14)
• VX-SR665 (7D43)

ThinkSystem servers • SD530 (7X21)
• SD630 V2 (7D1K)
• SD650 (7X58)
• SD650 V2 (7D1M)
• SD650-N V2 (7D1N)
• SE350 (7D1X, 7D27, 7Z46)
• SR150 (7Y54)
• SR158 (7Y55)
• SR258 (7Y53)
• SR250 (7Y51, 7Y52, 7Y72, 7Y73)
• SR530 (7X07, 7X08)
• SR550 (7X03, 7X04)
• SR570 (7Y02, 7Y03)
• SR590 (7X98, 7X99)
• SR630 (7X01,7X02)
• SR630 V2 (7Z70, 7Z71)
• SR635 (7Y98, 7Y99)
• SR645 (7D2X, 7D2Y)
• SR650 (7X05, 7X06)
• SR650 (7D4K)

• SR650 V2 (7Z72, 7Z73)
• SR655 (7Y00, 7Z01)
• SR665 (7D2V, 7D2W)
• SR670 (7Y36, 7Y37, 7Y38)
• SR670 V2 (7Z22, 7Z23)
• SR850 (7X18, 7X19)
• SR850 V2 (7D31, 7D32, 7D33)
• SR850P (7D2H)
• SR850P (7D2F, 7D2G)
• SR860 (7X69, 7X70)
• SR860 V2 (7Z59, 7Z60 ,7D42)
• SR950 (7X11, 7X12)
• SR950(7X13)
• ST250 (7Y45, 7Y46)
• ST258 (7Y47)
• ST550 (7X09, 7X10)
• ST550 (7X09, 7X10)
• ST558 (7Y15, 7Y16)
• ST650 V2 (7Z74, 7Z75)

Software requirements

Component Supported version

VMware vCenter Server 6.7 & 7.0

LXCA 3.1.0 and 3.2.0

LXCO 1.4.0

vRLI 8.2 and 8.3

Supported web browsers Chrome (89.0 and above) and Firefox (83.0 and above)

Adding a vCenter server

You need to add the vCenter server that is utilized by the vSAN dashboards. 
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Procedure

To add a vCenter server, complete the following steps. 
1. Log in to VMware Log Insight. 
2. Navigate to the Administration tab.
3. In the left pane, click vSphere. 

4. To add a vCenter server, click ADD VCENTER SERVER. 

5. Enter the vCenter hostname, vCenter username and password you want to add. To test the server you 
are adding, click TEST CONNECTION.

6. Click SAVE to add the vCenter server. 
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Chapter 2. Installing and configuring the Content Pack for vRLI

This chapter describes the following topics:
• “Downloading the Content Pack for vRLI” on page 5
• “Importing a content pack” on page 5
• “Configuring LXCA to forward logs to vRLI” on page 6
• “Configuring LXCO to forward logs to vRLI” on page 9

Downloading the Content Pack for vRLI

Download the VLCP file for VMware vRealize Log Insight for Lenovo XClarity from the marketplace. Save the 
VLCP file to a folder on your local system and ensure the following:
• vRLI 8.2 or 8.3 is installed and configured. 
• You have the VLCP file.
• The prerequisites are met. For details, see “Prerequisites” on page 2.

Importing a content pack

You can import content packs to exchange user-defined information with other instances of vRealize Log 
Insight. You can import only Content Pack (VLCP) files.

Before you begin

• If you want to use it, install the content pack in the import method, verify that you are logged in to the 
vRealize Log Insight web user interface as a user with the Edit Admin permission. The URL format is 
<https://log-insight-host>, where log-insight-host is the IP address or hostname of the vRealize Log 
Insight virtual appliance.

• If you want to use Import into My Content, you can log in to the vRealize Log Insight web user interface 
with the level of permission. 

Procedure

To import a content pack, complete the following steps. 
1. Navigate to the Content Packs tab.
2. In the upper left corner, click IMPORT CONTENT PACK.
3. Select the import method.

Menu item Description

Install as content pack The content is imported as a read-only content pack that is visible to all users 
of the vRealize Log Insight instance. 
Note: Content pack dashboards are read-only. You cannot delete or rename 
them. However, you can clone content pack dashboards to your custom 
dashboard. You can clone whole dashboards or individual widgets.

Import into My Content The content is imported as custom content to your userspace and is visible 
only to you. You can edit the imported content without having to clone it. 
Note: Content pack metadata, such as name, author, icon, and so on, are not 
displayed in this mode. Once imported into My Content, the content pack 
cannot be uninstalled as a pack. If you want to remove a content pack from My 
Content, you have to individually remove each of its elements, such as 
dashboards, queries, alerts, and fields.

4. Users can import content packs only in their own user spaces.
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5. Browse for the content pack that you want to import, and click Open.
6. Click IMPORT.
7. (Optional) If you selected to import the content pack as custom content, a dialog box appears and you 
are prompted to select what content to import. Select the content items and click IMPORT again.

8. (Optional) Some content packs require additional setup steps. Instructions for these steps appear after 
the import is finished. Complete these steps before you use the content pack.

The imported content pack is ready to use and appears in the Content Packs or the Custom Content list to 
the left.

Configuring LXCA to forward logs to vRLI

To forward events from the LXCA to VMware vRealize Log Insight, the Syslog forwarding capability of the 
LXCA must be configured. 

Procedure

To configure LXCA, complete the following steps. 
1. After signing in to the LXCA, hover to Monitoring on the banner near the top of the screen. Click Event 

Forwarding.

2. From the Event Forwarding panel, click the New icon.
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3. Select Syslog as the event recipient type, and fill in the appropriate information in the dialog, including 
the TCP/IP address of the VMware Log Insight server. Click Next.

4. Select the LXCA-managed Devices (and potentially the LXCA management server itself) to forward 
events from:
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5. Select which event types you want to forward as VMware vRealize Log Insight. Then click Create. From 
this point, the selected event types will be forwarded to the VMware vRealize Log Insight server.
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Configuring LXCO to forward logs to vRLI

To forward events from the LXCO to VMware vRealize Log Insight, the Syslog forwarding capability of the 
LXCO must be configured.

Procedure

To configure LXCO for log forwarding, complete the following steps. 
1. After signing in to the LXCO, on the left pane, click Monitoring > Forwarding > Data Forwarders. The 

Data Forwarders screen is displayed. 

2. On the Data Forwarders page, click the + icon to configure the orchestrator by creating a forwarder. 
The Add wizard is displayed.

3. In the Properties section, enter the forwarder name, description, and select SysLog Forwarder as the 
event recipient type, and click Next.
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4. In the Configuration section, enter the TCP/IP address of the VMware Log Insight server and click Next.

5. Exclude the events you do not want to consider for forwarding by selecting the respective checkbox and 
the radio button. 
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6. In the Access Control section, select the required matching criteria and click Create. The data 
forwarder is created.  

7. To create a data filter, navigate to Data Forwarder Filters and click the Create Filter icon.  

8. Add an appropriate data filter name, description, and click Next.  
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9. Select the rules as required and click Create. 
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Chapter 3. Content Pack for vRLI specifications

After importing and configuring the Content Pack for vRLI, you can view the following: 
• “Dashboards” on page 13
• “Viewing interactive analytics and alerts” on page 20
• “Fields” on page 21
• “Logs” on page 23

Dashboards

Dashboards provide a graphic representation of the status and relationships of selected objects. The 
standard dashboards are delivered as templates. 

The Lenovo XClarity vRLI dashboards provide an overview of the predictive analytics, events, and common 
issues of LXCA resources. The dashboards enable you to view, monitor, and troubleshoot resources.

The following dashboards are supported in this content pack:
• Overview Dashboard
• Security - Logins Dashboard
• Security - Changes Dashboard
• Provisioning Dashboard
• Power and Thermal Dashboard
• Events Recommending Service
• Resource Events
• Common Issues
• Predictive Analytics Dashboard
• Lenovo HW and vSAN Events
• Security Login

Before you begin

From the vRLI main menu, select Dashboards > All Dashboards. The available dashboards are listed here. 

Once the required dashboards are selected, it is listed in the navigation panel on the left.

Procedure

1. Log in to the vRLI UI using admin credentials.
2. Click Dashboards.
3. From the All Dashboards list, select the required dashboard. 

Overview Dashboard

Provides a consolidated listing for all messages coming from LXCA servers (including events from LXCA- 
managed resources). 
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The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Security - Logins Dashboard

Provides statistics on any security-related events, such as user logins or failures.

The following table lists the widget names and their details: 
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Security - Changes Dashboard

Shows any security changes made to the LXCA, such as security policy changes, or changes for individual 
LXCA users.

The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Provisioning Dashboard

Shows events related to the provisioning of managed resources. LXCA can provision changes to managed 
resources, including updating firmware, pushing configuration changes, and deploying operating system 
images.
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The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Power and Thermal Dashboard

Graphically depicts power/thermal thresholds. Any time power or thermal threshold is exceeded, the events 
associated with that situation are reflected in the graphs. 
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The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Events Recommending Service Dashboard

Displays events for resources that require attention by the System Administrator or the Support Center (or 
events predicting that these types of failures are imminent).  

The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Common Issues Dashboard

Lists the widgets that help in understanding the hardware health status, systems that would need attention 
as they are going out of warranty, systems that are power on or off, and has certificate issues. 
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The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Predictive Analytics Dashboard

Lists the widgets that help in presenting the event analytics, events that are generated from predefined 
queries, user-defined alerts, and events that are triggered for known hardware issues. 

The following table lists the widget names and their details: 
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Lenovo HW and vSAN events Dashboard 

List the widgets that help in understanding the LXCA events and health status of SSD, diskgroup, disks, etc. 

The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Resource Events Dashboard

Lists the widgets that help in understanding the memory, CPU, and I.O event count.  
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The following table lists the widget names and their details: 

Viewing interactive analytics and alerts

The interactive analytics and alerts help you with information or warning messages. The alerts are triggered 
based on defined symptoms conditions such that when a metric value matches with a symptom, an alert is 
triggered. The alerts also include a short description of the alert. 

Procedure

To view interactive analytics and alerts, complete the following steps. 
1. Log in to vRLI as an admin user. 
2. To view alerts, click Interactive Analytics. The count of events is displayed in graphical format.
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Figure 1. Interactive analytics of total analytic events over time for LXCA

Figure 2. Interactive analytics of total analytic events over time for LXCO

Fields

The following table lists the various LXCA fields that are used in the vRLI:

Field name Regex Notes

lenovo_lxca_class Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"class=" and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_common_event_id Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"CommonEventID=" and " " and 
Additional context is "LXCA"
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Field name Regex Notes

lenovo_lxca_event_id Any Character except whitespace 
and \S+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"EventID=" and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_event_source Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"src=" and " " and Additional context 
is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_mgmt_server_address IP Address(v4) and \d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}\.\d 
{1,3}\.\d{1,3}

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"appladdr=" and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_serial_number Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"sn=" and " " and Additional context 
is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_serviceable Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"service=" and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_severity Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"severity=" and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_syslog_application Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"appl=" and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_target_ipv6_address IP Address(v6) and [A-Fa-f0-9]{0,4}: 
([A-Fa-f0-9]{0,4}:){1,6}[A-Fa-f0-9]{1,4}

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"address " and " " and Additional 
context is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_time Custom Regex... and [0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}: 
[0-9]{2}

Pre and post context(regexes)are " " 
and " " and Additional context is 
"LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_user_id Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are " 
user" and " " and Additional context 
is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_uuid Hexadecimal and [A-Fa-f0-9]+ Pre and post context(regexes)are " 
uuid" and " " and Additional context 
is "LXCA"

lenovo_lxca_weekday Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
"(<86>|<83>|<84>) " and " " and 
Additional context is "LXCA"

The following table lists the various LXCA fields that are used in the vRLI:

Field name Regex Notes

lenovo_lxco_common_event_id Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes)are 
'commonEventID': ' and ', and 
Additional context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_event_id Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'eventID': ' and ', and Additional 
context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_component_id Hexadecimal and [A-Fa-f0-9]+ Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'componentID': ' and ', and 
Additional context is LXCO
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Field name Regex Notes

lenovo_lxco_event_date Any character except Whitespace 
and \S+

Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'eventDate': ' and ', and Additional 
context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_ip_address IP address(v4) and \d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}\.\d 
{1,3}\.\d{1,3}

Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'ipAddress': ' and ', and Additional 
context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_message Custom regex... and [A-Za-z0-9 .]+ Pre context(regexes) is 'msg': ' and 
Additional context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_severity Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'severity': ' and ', and Additional 
context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_resource_name Custom regex... and .[A-Za-z0-9 .]+ Pre context(regexes) is 
'resourceName': ' and Additional 
context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_user_action Custom regex... and [A-Za-z0-9 ./;]+ Pre context(regexes) is 'userAction': ' 
and Additional context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_sequence_number Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'sequenceNumber': ' and ', and 
Additional context is LXCO

lenovo_lxco_source_type Letters, Digits, and Underscores and 
\w+

Pre and post context(regexes) are 
'sourceType': ' and ', and Additional 
context is LXCO

Logs

LXCA receives events from different types of managed resources. It transforms them into a common format 
so that the log output from XClarity Administrator looks similar. The general format is:

<Severity code><Date/Time stamp> [appl=LXCA service=<serviceability> severity=<log severity> class= 
<type of event> appladdr=<IPaddress of LXCA> src=<type of endpoint> uuid=<unique identifier> sn=<serial 
number> seq=<sequence number> EventID=<event ID>] <Message>

Where
• <Severity code> depicts the code specifying the error, warning, or information.
• <Date/Time stamp> depicts the date and time when the message was surfaced. 
• appl=LXCA depicts that the event came from an XClarity Administrator.
• service=<serviceability> depicts if this is a Serviceable event or not. 
• severity=<log severity> depicts Error, Warning, or Informational.
• class=<type of event> depicts categorization of the type of endpoint. 
• appladdr=<IPaddress of LXCA> depicts the IP address of the XClarity Administrator.
• src=<type of endpoint> depicts the general type of endpoint. 
• uuid=<unique identifier> depicts a unique identifier for the managed endpoint.
• sn=<serial number> depicts the serial number of the managed endpoint
• seq=<sequence number> depicts the sequence number of the event from the endpoint. You can use this 
number to determine if an event is missing.

• EventID=<event ID> depicts the Event ID.
• <Message> depicts the text describing the specific event that occurred.

Here is an example for LXCA:
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<84> Sat May 08 06:59:25 EDT 2021 [appl=LXCA service=NONE severity=WARNING class=SYSTEM appladdr= 
10.240.39.218 user=UNKNOWN src=ManagementServer uuid=B994D4378E2C40419EA81B372371B2D4 sn=UNKNOWN 
resourceIP=UNKNOWN systemName=MM5CF3FC25D87B : Power Supply 04 : Bay 4 seq=449948 EventID= 
FQXHMDM0165G 

CommonEventID=FQXHMDM0165G The device health state changed from normal to warning.

Here is an example for LXCO:

978<2021-06-07T11:59:44.438771 {'groups': [], 'acls': [], 'local': None, 'eventID': 'FQXHMJM0002I', 'severity': 
'Informational', 'sourceID': 'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF', 'componentID': 
'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF', 'msg': 'Job 889 was updated.', 'description': 'A job was updated.', 
'userAction': 'N/A', 'recoveryURL': None, 'flags': ['Hidden'], 'userid': None, 'action': 'None', 'eventClass': 
'System', 'args': ['889'], 'service': 'None', 'lxcaUUID': None, 'managerID': None, 'failFRUNumbers': None, 
'failFRUSNs': None, 'failFRUUUIDs': '[FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF]', 'msgID': None, 'timeStamp': '2021- 
06-07T11:59:55Z', 'eventDate': '2021-06-07T11:59:55Z', 'commonEventID': 'FQXHMJM0002I', 
'sequenceNumber': None, 'details': None, 'device': {'name': None, 'mtm': None, 'serialNumber': None}, 
'resourceType': None, 'componentType': None, 'sourceType': 'Management', 'resourceName': 'Not Available', 
'fruType': 'other', 'ipAddress': '10.240.54.38', 'appl': 'LXCO'}
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Appendix A. Notices

Lenovo may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in all countries. Consult 
your local Lenovo representative for information on the products and services currently available in your 
area. 

Any reference to a Lenovo product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that 
Lenovo product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service 
that does not infringe any Lenovo intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's 
responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any other product, program, or service.

Lenovo may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this 
document. The furnishing of this document is not an offer and does not provide a license under any patents 
or patent applications. You can send inquiries in writing to the following: 

Lenovo (United States), Inc. 

8001 Development Drive

Morrisville, NC 27560

U.S.A.

Attention: Lenovo Director of Licensing

LENOVO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow 
disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to 
you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made 
to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. Lenovo may 
make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at 
any time without notice.

The products described in this document are not intended for use in implantation or other life support 
applications where malfunction may result in injury or death to persons. The information contained in this 
document does not affect or change Lenovo product specifications or warranties. Nothing in this document 
shall operate as an express or implied license or indemnity under the intellectual property rights of Lenovo or 
third parties. All information contained in this document was obtained in specific environments and is 
presented as an illustration. The result obtained in other operating environments may vary.

Lenovo may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without 
incurring any obligation to you.

Any references in this publication to non-Lenovo Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in 
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the 
materials for this Lenovo product, and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the result 
obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made 
on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on 
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated through 
extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their 
specific environment.
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Trademarks

Lenovo and the Lenovo logo are trademarks of Lenovo in the United States, other countries, or both.

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.

Important notes

Processor speed indicates the internal clock speed of the microprocessor; other factors also affect 
application performance.

When referring to processor storage, real and virtual storage, or channel volume, KB stands for 1 024 bytes, 
MB stands for 1 048 576 bytes, and GB stands for 1 073 741 824 bytes.

When referring to hard disk drive capacity or communications volume, MB stands for 1 000 000 bytes, and 
GB stands for 1 000 000 000 bytes. Total user-accessible capacity can vary depending on operating 
environments.

Lenovo makes no representations or warranties with respect to non-Lenovo products. Support (if any) for the 
non-Lenovo products is provided by the third party, not Lenovo.

Some software might differ from its retail version (if available) and might not include user manuals or all 
program functionality.
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